
Cleaning and Maintenance
Perlato Fireclay Surfaces 

Fireclay is relatively low-maintenance. Follow these guidelines to clean your fireclay sink and maintain its finish 

and beauty:

• Wash the sink daily and as needed.

• Wipe down the sink with a soft, dry cloth after each use to prevent water spots.

• Clean more significant buildup or dirt with a mildly abrasive cleaning product or baking soda; apply with a 

damp sponge. Daily abrasive cleaning will not harm the finish.

• For best results, lightly coat the sink with liquid wax once a month to encourage proper drainage.

Many surface scratches may actually not be scratches at all. In fact, it’s more likely that the “scratch” is simply 

residue or scuffing from other objects in the sink. These scratches are usually easily removed with a mildly 

abrasive cleanser or scrubber.



Warranty
Perlato Sinks

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Perlato utilizes the highest quality materials and manufacturing techniques at every step. Additionally, we 

offer a uniquely generous five year limited warranty on every sink to provide you with the ultimate peace 

of mind. Please review warranty terms below, which are the sole authoritative terms of the warranty:

• Warranty is valid for five years from the date of purchase, for the original purchaser only. A valid proof of 

purchase must be presented.

• Warranty provides replacement for all sink components, or the full sink if necessary, in the event of defect. 

However, ancillary costs such as removal, installation, labor, etc., are not covered by the warranty.

• Warranty is only valid when sink was installed according to product directions and local building codes, 

and used for ordinary residential use.

• No coverage is offered for damage resulting from negligence, or even accidental damage, on part of owner, 

delivery company, installer or anyone else.

• Warranty covers all manufacturer defects, but does not cover typical wear and tear.

• All claims related to the warranty must be made to Perlato within five business days from when the defect 

or damage was noticed. Clear photographic proof must be presented.

For all warranty related questions and claims, please contact Perlato at 800.613.6596 or info@perlatoco.com.


